MINUTES-REGULAR MEETING
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT APPEALS
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2016 7:00 P.M.
SEYMOUR TOWN HALL
NORMA DRUMMER ROOM

Members present: Bruce Baker, Christopher Drugonis and Thomas Lapaglia
Also in attendance: Appellants

1. Meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Bruce Baker.

2. Pledge of allegiance: was led by Bruce Baker.

3. Christopher Drugonis/Thomas LaPaglia motion to accept the minutes of the regular meeting on April 4, 2016. Motion: 3:0

   Christopher Drugonis/Thomas LaPaglia motion to accept the minutes of the regular meeting on April 6, 2016. Motion: 3:0

   Christopher Drugonis/Thomas LaPaglia motion to accept the minutes of the regular meeting on April 11, 2016. Motion: 3:0

   Christopher Drugonis/Thomas LaPaglia motion to accept the minutes of the regular meeting on April 13, 2016. Motion: 3:0

4. Jacqueline Rosetti, 5 Omar Street, Seymour is appealing the assessed value of a 2014 Jeep Wrangler.

   Christopher Drugonis/Thomas LaPaglia motion to deny the appeal. Motion: 3:0

   Patrick Knott, CT Professional Water Service, 111 New Haven Road, Seymour is appealing the assessed value of a 2008 Hudson Trailer.

   Christopher Drugonis/Thomas LaPaglia motion to reduce the assessed value from $7,900 to $3,000. Motion: 3:0
Paul Kichar, formally of 41-10 Balance Rock Road, is appealing the assessed value on a 2008 Honda Fit and a 2006 Chevy Colorado.

Thomas LaPaglia/Christopher Drugonis motion to reduce the assessed value on the 2008 Honda Fit from $4,500 to $3,500. Motion: 3:0

Thomas LaPaglia/Christopher Drugonis motion to deny the appeal for the 2006 Chevy Colorado. Motion: 3:0

5. Other Business: None.

6. ADJOURNMENT: Thomas Lapaglia/Christopher Drugonis motion to adjourn the meeting at 7:50 p.m. Motion: 3:0

Respectfully submitted,

Caroline Spaulding
Recording Secretary